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IMMEDIATE RELEASE
The Lynn Family Foundation Launches with the Vision to
Change Individuals’ Lives Through Mentorship and Experiences
LOS ANGELES – Anthony Lynn, head coach of the Los Angeles Chargers, and Stacey Bell Lynn, co-anchor
of NBC 4 New York, officially launched today the Lynn Family Foundation.
The Lynn Family Foundation is dedicated to helping individuals recognize and achieve their potential in
their personal and professional lives through mentorship, scholarships and experiences.
Both Anthony and Stacey appreciate the opportunities and support they received that helped them have
successful career paths and the life they now have together. They are thankful they can fulfill their
professional and personal passions while working to provide opportunities for others to do the same.
“I want to help others find their passions and offer them opportunities they might not otherwise have,”
said Anthony Lynn. “Mentoring has always been a passion for both Stacey and I, and we’re excited that
through this foundation we can make an impact to help others have strong and healthy personal and
professional lives.”
On June 24th, the foundation will host a launch event at the Cowboys Club in Grapevine, TX. A portion of
the funds will go toward Hugs Cafe in McKinney, TX, as well as other causes and organizations that are
aligned with the foundation’s mission. Please contact info@capturesportsmarketing.com for details on
how to support the foundation as an event sponsor.
Prior to the launch of the foundation, and still today, Anthony and Stacey Lynn have supported many
philanthropic initiatives, including Athletes in Action, After the Impact Fund, Common Threadz, Jimmy
Malone Scholarship Fund and others.
About The Lynn Family Foundation
The Lynn Family Foundation is a fiscally-sponsored project at Players Philanthropy Fund. Established in
February 2019, the foundation will fund organizations and initiatives that align with its mission to
change lives one at a time through mentorship, scholarships and experiences. For more information,
visit the Lynn Family Foundation website. You can also find the foundation on Twitter, Instagram and
Facebook.
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